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Answers to the most commonâ€•and most controversialâ€•questions about creation evidences. In

The Creation Answer Book, renowned Bible scholar Hank Hanegraaff brings to life the answers God

has revealed about His magnificent creationâ€•our universe, light and time, the earth and all who

inhabit it. The popular Q&A format provides a clear and concise biblical view of the ordering of

events through divine authority since the beginning of time. A must-have for Christians who face the

argument of evolution and for non-Christians who are searching for truth about our origins. This

book will help Christians understand more about creation and Godâ€™s plan for our world. Includes

answers to frequently asked questions such as:   Can the big bang theory be harmonized with

Genesis? Is there evidence that humans and dinosaurs walked on the earth together? How serious

are the consequences of believing in naturalistic evolution? Can we be certain that evolution is a

myth?
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The format of the book is surprising. It is written in a question and answer way listing creation in

sections. The answers are at times one or two sentences so it not in depth at all. Hank gives

enough information to have an idea how Christians might think about these issues. He also takes

positions about creation which some may find beyond Scripture but it gets you thinking more

broadly. I no longer hold the position of the entire universe being created in 6 days after reading this

book. Hank explains how the big bang is biblical and could have been billions of years ago

happening before the creation of the garden of Eden. He contends the 7 days are a means to



remember creation as a supernatural act of God not a chronological time table.

I'm a big fan of Hank, but this book falls short I'm afraid. The title is "creation answer book" but many

of the questions examined go unanswered or are given such a complicated equivocal answer that

I'm left without a definitive answer, although through thought provoking explanations. I will say that

Hank, as always, is respectful of other opinions and philosophies that he argues against and uses

lots of research of both the Bible and scientific sources throughout the book.

The Creation Answer Book is a nice looking gift-sized book with some lovely pictures on the cover.

Hank Hanegraaff is the host of the radio show Bible Answer Man. I have heard of the radio program,

but I guess I have never actually heard the show itself. If I had then I would have been prepared for

some interesting ideas that I encountered for the first time.I have not done an in depth study of the

different ideas surrounding how the earth was created. The young earth theory seems to be the

most popular among Christians. Mr. Hanegraaff supports a theory that the earth is, in fact, billions of

years old. He does not, and states it repeatedly; believe that evolution is a possibility in the creation

of anything. I kind of understand how he explains his theory, but this book does not pose an in

depth argument on the different views of creation in comparison to his own.Other topics in regard to

Creation that are discussed are the Flood, Evil, Dinosaurs, Evolution and Re-Creation. I don't

particularly agree with certain points that were made, but the book is well written. And even though I

struggled getting into it at the beginning, I enjoyed finishing the book.I received this book free of

charge from Thomas Nelson Publishing through NetGalley in exchange for an honest review.

This book is just as excellent as the others I've read from Hank. And it's wonderful to be able to get

it out when my son is over & has a question I can't answer in detail. I've listened to Hank's Bible

Answer Man radio show for many years & believe he & his staff work diligently & prayerfully to

accurately interpret scripture. Very glad to have another one of his books.

Not a textbook but an excellent resource. It challenged my worldview and areas where I may have

accepted the status quo. It is a balanced approach to the typically religious right's staunch view of

literal days.

Great book! First, I was a little discouraged by some of the reviews on , but I believe they were

unfounded. Someone even posted a negative review without reading the book. Furthermore, I



couldn't put this book down. Like Hank's other books this one was easy to read. Finally, this book

equips you to answer tough questions that can be a springboard to present gospel :)

This book has been a wonderful homeschooling resource for us. I used it to supplement my 12 year

old's science curriculum and found that it was easy enough for her to understand the concepts but

it's engaging enough to hold the interest of adults as well. The book presents the concepts in a

rather broad fashion, which was good for our homeschooling needs. However, the book doesn't

really dive too far into the concepts so for anyone who is already familiar with old Earth Biblical

creation basics and wants a more in-depth discussion, this book won't give you what you are

looking for. Although I didn't necessarily agree with every last conclusion drawn by Hanegraaf, this

book is a good, solid starting reference point with detailed footnotes for further study which is very

nice.

I love Hank, This gentleman does a great job of equipping christians with what they need to defend

Christianity, love to read his book and listen to him on his radio show, great book, feel like more

could be said but other then that just "perfect"
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